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Diamond Revolution

Are Man-made Diamonds a Threat, 

or a Boon to the Industry’s Future?
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Something to Think About…
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Where are we headed?
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Pandora a huge success.  Why? 

And what can diamond dealers 
learn from what they have done? 

a. Customization 
b. Price variability 
c. Repeat customer 
d. Planogram/Program 
e. Vertical structure 
f. DTC 
g. Product innovation



Where are we headed?

• A comment from the CEO of Pandora: 
 
“We have no plans to go into engagement and wedding rings. But we do 
see consumers who are using our products for engagements and 
weddings, and that is encouraging.”

• This is a company with 380 concept stores in the US, up 30 stores in the 
last year. Sales in 2017 were $1.5b, up almost $100m from 2016.  But 
operating losses hit $558m. Now they are cutting costs.

• Even so, an exceptional example of a jewelry success.  

• It is promoting rings now, which is near equal with their bracelets in sales.
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What?  Care to guess a price?
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 Man-Made Diamonds

• Getting to this point was neither an accident nor a deliberate plot


• How did we get here?


• How did De Beers get here?


• Why Lightbox makes sense - for De Beers - risky as it is?


• How might MMDs be in your future?


• MMDs and you - what the diamond industry needs to think about.
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Disruption
• Disruptions are everywhere these days 

   
  - Exxon 
  - New York Times 
  - Beer 
  - Most importantly to us - Retailing


• How have these companies been disrupted, and how are they 
reacting?


• Disruptive forces have been boosted by rapidly advancing 
technologies of all kinds; environmental issues; growing need for 
basics - housing, water and food; global competition; and mostly by 
the demands made by the public.
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Dealing with Disruption

• Exxon is doing practically nothing about changing their legacy 
business - they figure that oil still has a long run.  But even they 
acknowledge climate change.  A $500 trillion cost?!!


• Meanwhile Saudia Arabia is planning a complete new $500 billion 
city that will be totally on sustainable energy.


• The New York Times is quickly converting to a digital newspaper, 
while most newspapers struggle to stay alive.


• Beer companies are buying into marijuana companies!  They see the 
next generation shifting their preferences.


• Botswana thinking ahead - what will sustain the economy after 
diamonds?


• Retail?  Moving faster than most retailers can manage. 
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A Common Scene
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Some Facts about Malls
• First enclosed mall was built in the US in 1956

• At its peak, in early 2000s, there were 2700 enclosed malls in 
the US

• The last mall was built in 2006 (except for very unusual malls 
such as Hudson Yards and Westfield)

• As of 2018, down to 1300, and about 25% of those are 
expected to close in the next 5 years

• Mall life also disappeared - the replacement to hanging out 
downtown

• Overall, thousands of stores closing every year since 2008

• Not a disruption brought on retailers, but by the public.
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Retail in Transition
• Retailers, big and small, know they have to adapt to the gig economy


• Most are trying to do it incrementally, built on their existing formats


• In most cases, that will not work


• Too late to emulate Amazon, though Walmart is trying


• Far too invested in existing infrastructure, systems, personnel, 
products, manufacturing, distribution, and brand, to be able to fully 
adapt a new business model.


‣ Not a new problem: the case of Service Merchandise


• Many analysts say that present retailers have to die, and new formats 
will rise


Here’s a quick look at retail jewelry stores in the US
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New retailers at essentially flat rate, good years or bad.

courtesy of JBT
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• A recovery after 2009, but steady increase since 2013. It has risen since 
2015. In H1 2018, 866 retailers closed. At that rate, more retailers will 
close in 2018 then in 2009 in the depth of Great Recession.

• Best estimate is that there will be about 15,000 jewelry operations left 
by 2025.  
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Retail in Transition
• E-commerce will soon drive the majority of sales - still growing at big double digits.  

Will become 25% of all US sales within 5 years


• In perhaps 3 years, Amazon, Alibaba and eBay will control 40% of all e-commerce - 
watch out for the mafia effect!


• Technology will advance fast enough, that in 15 years e-commerce will control over 
50% of all retail


• We will soon enough not need passwords on the Internet, as we will be totally 
identified through non-hackable processes.  


• The “Internet of things” will mean that our consumables will be automatically re-
ordered; our machines and cars will request updates and repairs; and our sneakers 
will be checked for replacements. 
    > Nike is opening stores that curate your needs and have what you want ready 
       when you come to the store.     


• You will not be buying at on-line stores, but rather have a full interactive experience: 
“Alexa, please get your diamond expert on my screen for me.  I am looking for a 
diamond bracelet.”
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There is Still Great Strength
• Global brands such as Tiffany, Cartier, Van Cleef, continue to grow 

and do well


‣ And they are definitely benefitting from the decline in the number 
of guild stores


• Some successful brands have shifted from distribution to retailers to 
on-line sales and their own stores - Yurman, Pandora, Morelli, Kwiat, 
many others.


• Not every successful diamond retailer comes quickly to mind - 


‣ Do you know who this is….. 
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A screen shot of a web site -who might this be?



• Costco shows about 600 diamond pieces on line ranging 
from $300 through all prices up to $500,000.

• They sell carefully curated selections and offer high quality 
diamonds at short markups.
> The bulk are VS2 (nothing below that), going up to IF  
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Retail in Transition
• What has led to the rise of e-commerce?


‣ Gen-Y was the last generation to feel they had to go to a store to 
do their shopping - there just were no alternatives


‣ Millennials and Gen-Z are a very different breed.  They are: 
  * totally tech savvy,  
  * know all about financial needs, having witnessed the 
      destruction caused by the Great Recession, 
  * look for value and low price, long before brands, 
  * are overworked and need to save time - very little free time, 
  * relish their time off - vacations and travel rank very high, 
  * are far more tolerant - gender neutral.


‣ According to studies made by American Express a few years ago, 
jewelry and watches were the lowest categories on a list of luxuries 
that the wealthy will spend money on in the years to come.
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Retail in Transition
• Stores will not be stocked and aimed only at sales.  They will be a 

means to help you find what you need, and educate you, allow you 
to innovate, and to entertain you in the process.   
  >  Take a look at Allbird, and Blue Nile, and now many others


• Stories rather than stores.  Productions rather than products.


• Any human being that does not add value will disappear.  No need 
for cashiers, stockers, drivers, etc.  Here come the robots.  (Did you 
see Stephen Lussier talking to a robot?  Truly strange.)


• Brands will come directly to you.  DTC is aimed at efficiency, speed, 
better margins, and perfected brand image and messaging.


• This is all workable in diamonds.  There is no greater need than 
to tell our story brilliantly. 
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Diamond Disruptions
At every level, we have already had our own disruptions - here are a few 

• The diamond investment boom, around 1980, caused a serious price 
spike and crash - the $60,000 1-carat diamond.


• Australia took a walk, starting the unraveling of the monopoly


• Russia had to go it alone, creating a real competitor for De Beers


• The Internet arrived, and retailers threatened to cut off any vendor that 
“sold on-line.”  An empty threat that actually boosted on-line sales.  


• Blood diamonds and NGO pressure created KP.


• Diamond grading scandals


• Banks pull out of diamond financing


• and now - “salted” parcels and large scale financial fraud


How have diamond values held up vs inflation?
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Man-made Diamonds

• Have been around for 60+ years


• De Beers has been in it practically from the outset


• Element 6 worked hard to develop and patent gem quality 
production


• Many other companies now in the business


• Technology is advancing


• Russia led the way


• Early adoption in the US


• A prediction made 20 years ago…..
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The Diamond Brand
• What is the bedrock of the traditional diamond business? 

 
“A DIAMOND IS FOREVER” and a diamond came from forever….


• Without that core belief, by both the trade and consumers, as De 
Beers understood a long time ago, diamonds would be just another 
commodity.  


• How is that premise holding up?  Not that well.  Fading, and we do 
not see it much, if at all.  Too much of the public is worried about 
tomorrow - never mind forever. 
 
- Still diamonds are a great status symbol of love and commitment, 
not so much because of ADIF, but due to the recognized cost of large 
diamonds or large diamond pieces.
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The Appeal of MMDs

• Still, even with wages essentially stagnant for 40 years, the desire for 
adornment has not faded.


‣ Over the years we saw yags, CZ, color, and moissonite, silver and 
I-4 junk.


‣ Now we see brass, rubber, wood, titanium, steel, and plastic


‣ Yes, the diamond business expanded greatly in the retail boom 
years


• What about the great ever-shrinking diamond jewelry image?!
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This is a 2-carat total weight men’s ring being sold today by Zales.  Retail is 
$6,000.  It is the biggest cluster of this style they sell. 
 
Color is I, clarity I-3, in 10-karat gold.   
Diamonds are around 0.28 carat each 
 
I used to sell a 5-carat version of exactly this ring that retailed for about the 
same money. 
BUT, color was G, clarity SI, set in 14-karat solid-back mounting.   That is 
for 7 three-grainers!
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OK, this all makes sense.  It is 30 years later 
and prices are up. 

BUT, for the same money, or even more 
money, far fewer, smaller and poorer quality 
diamonds are sold.  As our public has lost 
buying power, we have impoverished diamond 
jewelry.  And for many jewelers, there was no 
choice.
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The Realities that help MMDs
• The income gap has grown to alarming proportions.


• The middle class has essentially been destroyed in the US.  So 
diamond sales there are a struggle.


• The millennials, and now GenZ, have seen families crushed by the 
Great Recession, and by student debt.  For many people, the 
conception of frugality has been powerfully enhanced.


• The Boomers came along with no  direct memory of the Depression 
of the 1930s.  Millennials and Gen-Z have seen and been burned by 
the Great Recession, and recovery in wages and personal security is 
not there - and may not be there for a long time.


• We are now in an age when brands need to be validated, and many 
are failing the test.
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MMDs in the US

Facts on the ground: 
 - Steadily increasing use, in all channels 
 - Has tested successfully 
 - Much better margins, more money for promotion 
 - Lends itself much more easily to Internet sales 
 - Moving towards assured supply 
 - Excellent offset to high price of precious metals 
 - Excellent alternative to costume, CZ, etc 
 - Looks great!  No kosher salt 
 - Obviates negative natural diamond perceptions 
 - Workable in every diamond category


And, add in the current economic conditions in the US …..
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MMDs in the US

• The tax cut for corporations and the wealthy, and the repatriation of 
overseas earnings has boosted the stock market and produced mega-
millions of expendable dollars. But those dollars are in very few 
pockets!


• The mid-market has stalled, and the lower end market is scampering, 
trying to regain its balance. 


‣ A major factor is income gap - wages have stagnated for 40 years, with 90% of 
incremental income going to the top 1%


• It has been reported that Walmart will be discontinuing diamonds in almost all 
their stores, replacing them with self-service costume displays.  Their Sam’s 
stores will emulate Costco’s diamond jewelry systems.


• 25% of America shops regularly at Walmart, or used to!


• All retail is trying to figure out how to deal with digital commerce.
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MMDs in the US

Most importantly, the gig economy!

• The boom today is in exponential technologies  

 
   >  Artificial intelligence                                      >  3D printing 
   >  Big Data                                                        >  Network sensors 
   >  Synthetic biology                                          >  Robotics 
   >  Alternative energy systems 

• This where the money is going - investors looking for startups: incubate and 
scale. All are risky and move at a disruptively fast pace.


• All are aimed at reducing labor and costs.   

• People have become hypersensitive to change of any kind.  Still, it is estimated 
that 94% of all new employment in the last 10 years has been in the gig 
economy.


There is no way that a diamond business, in any form we know, will sustain and 
survive without becoming integrated in the GIG ECONOMY.
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MMDs in the US
Most importantly, the gig economy!


• We have moved rapidly from a “Manhattan economy” to a “Hollywood economy.”   
  I am a good example of that movement! 

• Going away fast are lifetime employments, regular raises, year end bonuses, pensions, 
labor unions, retirement, corporate welfare (e.g. health insurance), and climbing the 
corporate ladder.  These are all the hallmarks of how the old consumer economy was 
built.


• Before long, a large number of people will be temp workers - retained (not hired) for a 
project, and then moving on to another one.


• This has led to a flood of new digital services aimed at making the gig worker more efficient, 
more productive, and in fairly constant need for education and upgrading of skills.


• Planning a personal budget now requires building reserves for periods of non-employment 
and creating an old-age fund.  


• We are leaving the Industrial Revolution, and entering the Digital Revolution.  It will 
have a profound impact on all retail and consumerism, including, of course, 
diamonds.
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MMDs in the US
Things vs Experiences


• Elizabeth Taylor was a fabulously collector of jewelry.  Can we think 
of a well-known celebrity that does that today?  Oprah owns her 
jewelry - she is a billionaire! - but the Oscars runs on borrowed 
jewelry.


‣ It is not only jewelry.  People are not collectors anymore.  They 
buy art because they are persuaded of its future value - a huge 
warehouse in Switzerland is storing thousands of crated pieces. 

• The average ticket in jewelry stores is well under $1,000, and people 
buy infrequently - but people take vacations costing thousands.  
 
The gig economy is built on enjoying life as you go along, and 
accumulating wealth, not “things.”
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Are We Doing a Good Job Promoting Diamonds?
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–  Almost half the respondents—45 percent—said they wouldn’t 
   mind receiving a lab-grown diamond: 43 percent of men and 47  
   percent of women.

–  Younger people were more receptive to the idea.

– Almost half of women (45 percent) said an engagement ring is not 
   necessary(!)

– When asked if they would rather spend more money on the  
   engagement ring or honeymoon, almost three in four respondents 
   answered, “honeymoon.”

– “Trust, respect and honesty are most important, not materialistic
   things." A phrase seen over and over was "love is more  
   important." A lot of people also felt that a wedding band is more  
   symbolic of love.

Are We Doing a Good Job Promoting Diamonds?
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An overwhelming 81% of respondents answered that quality is 
more important than size.

So, here we have nearly half the women saying that they would not 
have a problem owning an MMD.

Given the choice of two 1-carat diamonds - one a J-K I-2 natural, and 
the other a G-H VS2 MMD - what would they choose?

The 20-60-20 thought.  It might now be 40-40-10….

Precisely the contention I made 20 years ago…..
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De Beers Rationale
• By the mid-90s already knew the horizon was approaching 

 
-  Lost the monopoly 
-  Fading control of ownership of mines 
-  Mines will be depleted in relatively short time frames 
-  Exploration and development less viable - no new large mines


• What to do?  What is the future of the company, if not mining? 
  
-  Maximize and balance output and profits 
-  Develop downstream capabilities - De Beers stores, Forevermark 
-  Support existing distribution:  sightholders, DPA 
-  Develop the third leg for the business - MMDs, and jewelry


• In other words, become the next monopoly 
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where they are right:


‣ A sizable mid-market and lower market is slipping out of the grip 
of diamonds


‣ MMDs will be a strong competitor in these markets. 
  *  If Walmart is exiting now, maybe we will see them come back


‣ They are starting with fairly basic designs


‣ The price points are the sweet spots in jewelry


‣ Global economies, and US in particular, are on a track that will be 
difficult to change, even over the long term


‣ Divorcing this jewelry line from grading makes the purchase 
simple to understand, requiring little education
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where they are right:


‣ Going direct to the consumer (DTC) fits exactly with the digital world 
we have entered


✓ Disintermediation means more profit to De Beers, but lower prices 
at retail


✓ Offering to use an old idea to “share” profits with local jewelers


‣ There are no national or global barriers to expanding the business - 
not reliant on local wholesalers, dealers, retailers, etc.


‣ Machinery and space are the only barriers to growth - and that is not 
a problem.  No longer a “miner”!


‣ In a more remote sense, this business will be totally removed from 
issues such as conflict, money laundering, terrorism, human abuses, 
possibly even heavy regulation.
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking:


‣ The impact on diamond and jewelry manufacturers will be faster 
than expected


✓ To the degree that Lightbox (and other producers of MMDs) 
grabs sales in $200-1,000 range, jewelry manufacturers are 
going to switch out of junk diamonds. 


✓ Jewelry manufacturers are most concerned about throughput - 
how many units can they move.  It has been CZ’s, junk 
diamonds, white sapphires, quartz, etc.  MMDs are a great 
new opening.


‣ Mining is already difficult, with many mines marginally profitable.  
This could be a tipping point in changing their operations.
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Lightbox

• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 
Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking:


‣ Yes, they do want to drive MMD competitors out of business, but 
there are at least four possible motivations or objectives — 


✓ Boost prices when the others are gone - a mafia technique


✓ Become the next controlling agent of this business


✓ Build big enough a base to restructure into a new giant power


✓ The alternative, multiple producers, could cause a collapse in 
prices, killing both the natural and MMD businesses and 
possibly De Beers with it.
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Lightbox

• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 
Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking:


‣ Lightbox will fully confirm the legitimacy of MMDs


✓ For many retailers, the temptation to carry the product will be 
too great.  De Beers says 1,000 stores already carry MMDs, 
but the number is probably much higher.


‣ They say that this is a “small business”, compared to naturals. 
Maybe, but what does it look like when all bort and poor grades 
are removed?  


✓ The statement has to be wrong.  Why would De Beers want to 
be in a “small business” unless the growth potential was big?  
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking:


‣ They are embedding every stone with a marker, indicating that it is an 
MMD.  Above reproach, of course.


✓ This will not be a factor for consumers, even though it is the right 
thing to do.


✓ The existence of “salted” jewelry across the market has the 
potential of forcing many retailers to state that a particular piece 
might have either, “but they are all ‘diamond’”


✓ That has already happened and will happen at an increasing rate 
as retailers will not be able to know the truth in every case without 
testing every product, new or old!   

✓ A practical impossibility, unless a very cheap, quick devise is 
developed that tests stones down to 1/4 pointers or so.
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking:


‣ De Beers states that Lightbox will stick to its limited fashion line - no rings 
and no big pieces. A nice start, but that’s all it is:


✓ That opens up the key category - rings - to everyone else making 
MMDs.  More than enough of an opportunity to survive being put out of 
business by De Beers.


✓ De Beers might sue everybody they could on patent infringement, a cost 
some producers might not be able to absorb.  It would be very bad 
publicity, but in the process De Beers might make deals to take over 
other productions, thereby furthering consolidation.


✓ De Beers has to take this position, because it must protect its present 
natural business as much as possible, and rings are the key end 
product.


✓ Nevertheless, as the pressure will mount, Lightbox will start selling rings.
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Lightbox
• We know what has been said by De Beers about their objectives. 

Where are they wrong - or not revealing their internal thinking: 

‣ De Beers states that Lightbox items are unimportant pieces, only 
intended to offer a cheap fashion look.


✓ Really?  An $800 piece, by any measure is not a toss-away, 
nor is a $200 piece for many, many people.


✓ This jewelry will be treated seriously, not some momentary 
splurge.  See what Pandora’s chairman recently said… 

✓ Very easy to imagine a customer dismounting a “disposable” 
MMD from a pair of earrings and getting it mounted as a 
engagement ring. Maybe even sell the other earring….


✓ For many people, these “cheap”, but beautiful “diamonds” will 
be a blessing.
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Pandora said What?   
Care to guess a price?
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Lightbox - and You
• This “disruption” in the diamond business is one that everyone could 

have, and should have, seen coming.


‣ We all know that diamond mines are playing out.  The difference is 
that De Beers has to look long term - 15-20 years - while we like to 
look as far as next week.


‣ The reality is that Lightbox, no differently than every other MMD 
producer, is assessing reality and saying this is where they have to 
go.


‣ How you react, and how you plan you future, is more about facing 
those realities than about how De Beers has “betrayed” the trade.


‣ No, it hasn’t.  It has made a totally rational business decision that 
offers De Beers a path to long term survival.  


‣ This business has always fought change and hidden from reality!  
Now is not the time for that.  I have a new word for it! 
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A new word: Ostrichism
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Let’s Look at Some Facts
What is the industry’s mindset:


• Grew up on high intrinsic value, small staff, quick turn, low relative 
overhead.


• Belief that the value of inventory, over time, has to rise, and that now 
especially, as production falls - expiring mines may create shortages.


‣  Especially true under De Beers monopoly, which managed 
stockpiling. Did not always work - see 1980.


‣ And now, in a volatile marketplace, we can no longer be assured of 
that - in spite of the opinion of some high priced consultants.


• Product and process has now been refined (XXX diamonds) and with 
that we have many competing vendors offering comparable product.


• Result?  Narrowing margins, no room to spend dollars on technology, 
middle management, programs, marketing, etc.
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Let’s Look at Some Facts
• This is a deadly combination, especially for today’s world.


• If our world continues as it is, survival will be based on the other 
guy going out of business - something that is happening every day.


• Without a unique service, not a product, survival will become 
increasingly difficult.


• Jewelry stores will not disappear, but they will become the last 
stop in a process for efficiently and professionally walking  
consumers through to a sale to their satisfaction.


• This will require vertical power, efficiency, complete products, 
advanced manufacturing, and add-on services (maintenance, 
insurance, upgrades, etc) 
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Some Choices
• If you have a short timeline - say retirement in 5 years or so - then 

maybe you should just hang in there.


• If you specialize in large, expensive stones, maybe you should hang 
in there too.


• But if you are planning to continue long term, then some planning is 
essential, and I know there are some companies already doing that 
for a while:


‣ How do you tie into a DTC plan, or create one?


‣ You will need vertical capabilities for that - jewelry manufacturing, 
marketing, full service, first class communication, media 
exposure, and more.  


‣ Do you have unique skills or technology?  If so how to 
implement?
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Final Thoughts
• Yes, this may develop into some tough times.


• No, it is not the end of the industry, because in some fashion there 
will always be many lovers of diamonds.


• This transition period has the potential of rebuilding a strong 
“diamond” business, one that can be profitable at every level - 
though there will be fewer levels.


• Think of making money, legitimately and honestly, as ever.  To hold 
fast to that beautiful, sinking ship of “the diamond business as we 
used to know it” is a fantasy.  Nice dream, but don’t turn it into a 
nightmare.


• Your knowledge of diamonds and the diamond business is powerful.


• Use it to the greatest advantage possible!
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